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Abstract— Practical switching devices have finite turnon and turn-off times. To avoid short circuit, a blanking
time is added between turn-off and turn-on of the complementary working switches in a switching-leg. The blanking
time, also referred to as dead-time, is one of the dominant
sources of output current and voltage distortion in pulsewidth modulated power amplifiers.
Extensive studies exist on elimination, minimization, and
compensation of the effect. Most techniques achieve a
reduction of the distortion but are not capable of completely
removing it. The dual-buck converter does not suffer from
blanking-time-related distortion. However, blanking time is
not the only source of switching-leg-induced distortion.
This paper focuses on the effects of semiconductor
device parameters on the output quality of the dual-buck
converter. It is shown that, ideally, the forward voltages of
the diodes and switches have no effect on the output quality. Measurements on a prototype, industrial power stack
based, dual-buck converter show a 100 times improvement
of the open-loop spurious free dynamic range when compared to conventional pulse width modulated converters.

I. I NTRODUCTION

B

LANKING time is one of the most dominant sources
of output voltage distortion for pulse width modulated
(PWM) amplifiers based on the conventional switching-leg
depicted in Fig. 1a. High-precision applications, like shortstroke linear mechanical actuators for wafer steppers, gradient
coils for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) systems, and
studio-quality audio, that require better than 80 dB dynamic
range, suffer especially from the blanking-time effect.
Feedback is normally applied in converters to reject disturbances. The impact of blanking time can indeed be reduced
by feedback. However, due to the extremely fast change of
the output voltage as a function of current and modulation
index, as pointed out in [1] and further detailed in [2], it is
not practical to eliminate the distortion due to blanking time
with feedback only. However, improvements can be gained
by using interleaving or multilevel techniques, as suggested
in many papers including [3]–[5], to allow higher bandwidth
and better disturbance rejection of the closed loop converter
system compared to conventional 2-level PWM converters.
Extensive studies have been done on the elimination [6],
minimization [7], and compensation [8]–[10] of blanking time
in PWM converters. Most of these techniques rely on the
detection of the polarity of the sampled inductor current of
the converter and neglect the switching transients.

In [11] a compensation scheme is suggested that includes
the inductor current ripple, and in [12] a more advanced model
of the switch-node commutation was added. All techniques
mentioned above achieve a reduction of the distortion. However, due to errors in the detection of current polarity and
discontinuous conduction mode (DCM) during zero crossings,
they are not capable of completely removing it.
Different modulation techniques have been suggested that
alleviate blanking time effects [6], [7], [9], [13], however, these
methods also rely on the polarity of the current and do not
completely remove the impact of blanking time. In [14]–[17]
the amount of blanking time is reduced (adaptively or actively)
to the absolute minimum at the cost of increased losses.
The resonant pole inverter (RPI) discussed in [18]–[20]
features zero-voltage switching (ZVS), and therefore does
not suffer from blanking-time-related distortion. However, to
achieve ZVS the RPI requires considerable circulating current. Nearly zero-voltage turn-off in the RPI is achieved by
reducing the slew rate of the switch-node voltage by adding
capacitance in parallel with the switches. The resulting lower
slew rate during commutation leads to reduced electromagnetic
interference (EMI). As a result a well designed RPI does not
require additional EMI filtering, as is normally required in
conventional PWM converters. The slew rate of the switching
transients, however, is strongly dependent on the operating
point of the converter and adds significant distortion.
In practice, the output-voltage quality of RPIs is better than
that of conventional PWM converters, but not sufficient for
many high-precision applications. Furthermore, the hysteresis
control scheme of RPIs results in variable switching frequency
and is hard to implement digitally. The RPI is, therefore, rarely
used in industry.
In [21] a circuit consisting of two parallel-connected down
converters, one for positive current and one for negative
current, is presented as a high-performance converter that
does not suffer from blanking-time-related distortion and is
robust for shoot-through, i.e. unintentional turn-on of two
semiconductor switches simultaneously. It was shown that
with proper control, low distortion can be achieved, even
when nonlinear loads are connected. Later, in [22], the circuit
was introduced as a buck derived PWM power stage with
reduced shoot-through current, allowing zero blanking-time
operation, and was baptized opposed current converter (OCC).
Operation of multiple parallel OCC stages was proposed, and
it was shown that the topology is suitable for studio-quality
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagrams of (a) the conventional HB switching-leg,
and (b) the DB switching-leg, both with output filters.

audio reproduction and high-precision positioning systems. In
[23] hysteresis current control was proposed for the OCC,
and it was renamed to dual-buck (DB) converter. Later, the
same topology started to appear as split-phase dual-buck [24].
In the remainder of this paper the parallel-connected down
converters, as shown in Fig. 1b, will be referred to as DB.
A disadvantage of the DB is that it requires 2 filter inductors
and thus more volume compared to conventional PWM converters. Studies show that the total volume can be reduced by
coupling of the inductors [25], by changing the configuration
of the inductors [26], or by altering the configuration of the
switching legs [27]. However, the total inductor volume will
remain larger than conventional PWM converters by at least
factor 1.5.
The dual-buck converter does not require blanking time and,
therefore, does not suffer from zero-crossing distortion due
to blanking time. However, other phenomena, like nonideal
switches, diodes and inductors, contribute to harmonic distortion as well. In conventional converters these effects are, in
practice, often neglected, since their contribution is relatively
small compared to the effect of blanking time, or simply
because high accuracy is not an issue. In [28], and more
extensively in [29], different sources of distortion in switching
amplifiers are discussed. These studies focus on the effects
of bipolar junction transistor switches. However, many of the
ideas can be applied to other types of semiconductor switches
too. In [30] a detailed analysis of distortion introduced
by power metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistors
(MOSFETs) in class-D audio amplifiers was made. These
studies concentrate on the conventional switching leg, and do
not apply to the dual buck converter. In [31] a simulation study
shows that the DB is superior to the conventional half-bridge
(HB) converter. The total harmonic distortion (THD) of the
DB is shown to be 12 dB better compared to a HB stage with
extremely small blanking-time. However, a detailed paper with
an analysis of why the DB converter is so much better than
the conventional HB is still missing.
This paper presents the main results of [25] and focuses
on modulation artifacts, the effects of forward voltage and
resistance of the semiconductors, and the series resistances
of filter components on the output quality of a DB. It is
shown that the average behavior of the DB can be made
linear by proper design. Finally, the theory is verified with
measurements on a prototype based on an industrial inverter.

CONVERTER

Fig. 1b depicts a practical implementation of the DB
switching leg with filtering of the PWM voltage waveforms.
The switching components that supply positive current to
the load are indicated with subscript 1, and the switching
components that supply negative current are indicated with
subscript 2. Furthermore, the filter inductors have equal values,
Lf , and all voltages are referenced to the center terminal of
the symmetrical DC supply.
The periodic average switch-node voltages husnx i can be
determined by applying the state-space averaging method as
presented in [32]. When disregarding losses, assuming continuous conduction mode (CCM) operation, and instantaneous
switching they become
husnx i = 12 UDC mx

(1)

where the subscript x indicates the corresponding switching
leg, mx is the modulation index, which is limited to the
interval [−1 . . . 1], and UDC is the DC supply voltage of the
DB switching leg. From (1) it can be seen that ideally a
linear relation exists between the switch-node voltages and
modulation indices when both legs of the DB are operated
in CCM. For discontinuous conduction mode (DCM) that
relation becomes nonlinear, as shown in [1], and should thus
be avoided for high quality output.
Both legs are effectively operated in parallel and can be
analyzed separately when assuming uCf constant over one
switching cycle (Tsw ). This is approximately valid because in
practice the series resistance of Cf can be neglected, and Cf is
chosen large enough that the output voltage is smooth. When
assuming uCf constant and CCM operation, the steady-state
inductor current ripple amplitude (∆iLf ) becomes

ˆ L 1 − mx 2 with
∆iLfx = ∆i
(2a)
f
U
ˆ L = DC Tsw
(2b)
∆i
f
8Lf
where Tsw is the switching cycle time of the PWM, and Lf
is the filter inductance.
A. Decoupling through variable transformation
To ensure CCM under all output conditions, a bias current is
required to flow from the positive-current leg to the negativecurrent leg. Therefore, it is convenient to separate this bias
voltage and current from the voltage and current that drives
the output. Doing so leads to decoupled control of the output
power and the current necessary to maintain CCM. Fig. 2
depicts the inductor and output currents, and the output voltage
on the left, where the band around the inductor current
represents the current ripple of (2a). Note that iLf1 is always
positive, and iLf2 is negative. The right graph shows the
decoupled quantities where the voltages are indicated as cycle
averages. The following transformation can be used for the
decoupling:
uavg = 21 (usn1 + usn2 )
ubias = usn1 − usn2

(3a)
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Fig. 2. Output current and voltage waveforms with constant bias current.

where uavg is the average switch-node voltage of the P- and
N-cell, and ubias is the difference between the switch-node
voltages which drives the bias current. A similar transformation for the currents is given by
isum = iLf1 + iLf2
ibias =

1
2

iLf1 − iLf2

(4a)


(4b)

where isum is the combined current of the output filter inductors, and ibias is the current required to prevent DCM, and
consequently a nonlinear relation between control input and
output.
DCM can be prevented by ensuring that the moving average
inductor currents are larger than the corresponding inductor
current ripple amplitudes, i.e. hiLf1 i ≥ ∆iLf1 and hiLf2 i ≤
∆iLf2 , basically meaning that
hibias i ≥
with
ith ≥

1
2

|hisum i| + ith

(
∆iLf2 , hisum i ≥ 0
∆iLf1 ,

hisum i < 0.

(5)

(6)

The bias current can be kept constant and equal to the
maximum expected isum plus the offset current ith , as shown
in Fig. 2, or modulated as
hibias i =

1
2

|hisum i| + ith

(7)

as depicted in Fig. 3 for sinusoidal output current. Notice that
modulated bias current requires a step change of the ubias in
the zero crossings of isum because of the absolute operator
in (7). Because ideally only an inductor is connected between
the two DB legs, some means of current control is required
for ibias .
A similar transformation can be used for the controlling
inputs, leading to
mavg =

1
2

(m1 + m2 )

mbias = m1 − m2

(8a)
(8b)

where mavg is the controlling modulation index for huavg i,
and mbias for hubias i. Finally, by combining (1) and (8) it
follows that
huavg i = 12 UDC mavg
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Fig. 3. Output current and voltage waveforms with modulated bias
current.

which is valid when assuming no losses, CCM and instantaneous switching of the semiconductors.
It should be noted that the output voltage range of the DB
converter is limited by the amount of bias voltage that is required, since the absolute value of the modulation indices (mx )
cannot exceed one, which leads to the following boundary
condition
(10)
|mavg | + 21 mbias ≤ 1.
The inductances Lf can also be expressed in terms of Lsum
and Lbias , which for uncoupled inductors equals
Lsum = 12 Lf

(11a)

Lbias = 2Lf .

(11b)

For coupled inductors it is possible to choose the ratio between
the sum and bias inductance with the coupling coefficient as
discussed in [25].
The variable transformation presented in this section decouples the bias and output related voltages and currents, and is
henceforth applied to the DB converter.
B. PWM generation
Because the rate of current change is limited by the inductors that couple the switching-leg voltages, the gating signals
for a DB switching leg do not need to be complementary and
may even overlap. This adds an additional degree of freedom
to the PWM patterns of the DB switching leg. In the ideal
case only two possible PWM methods make sense; to switch
both legs center-aligned (non-interleaved) or time shifted by
1
2 Tsw (interleaved).
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 depict the switching waveforms for the
DB switching leg for non-interleaved and interleaved switchnode voltage (usn ), respectively, with and without variable
transformation. Losses are included in the simulation, resulting
in ubias = 0.04UDC , which leads to a visible difference in
pulse width between usn1 and usn2 . Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 also
illustrate the deviation due to the voltage drop across the
resistive element of the semiconductors, of the switch-node
voltages from a perfect square wave.
The bias voltage is especially visible for non-interleaved usn
in Fig. 4 where it appears in the form of narrow voltage peaks.
In Fig. 5 the bias voltage appears as slightly wider positive
ubias pulses compared to the negative ubias pulses.
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When hubias i = 0, in case of non-interleaved voltages, as
depicted in Fig. 4, ibias and ubias have no ripple, and isum
and uavg have ripple with frequency equal to the switching
frequency (fsw ). For interleaved voltages, as in Fig. 5, the
frequency of the ripple of isum and uavg doubles, and the ripple
amplitudes halve. However, a nonzero ripple with fundamental
frequency equal to fsw appears on ibias and ubias . Consequently, there is a trade-off between the effective frequency
and the amplitude of the ripple of uavg and isum on one
hand, and the ripple of ubias and ibias on the other hand. Also
notice that for non-interleaved usn the fundamental switching
frequency component appears in the bias voltage and current.
For interleaved usn the fundamental switching frequency component appears in uavg and isum when ubias > 0, making
interleaving less effective for the DB.
III. T HE IMPACT OF COMPONENT PARAMETERS ON
LINEARITY OF THE DUAL BUCK

In this section the effects of the forward voltages and series
resistances of the diodes and switches (Vf , Von , Rf , Ron ), and
the series resistance (RLf , RCf ) of the filter components (Lf ,
Cf ), are investigated based on the model presented in Fig. 6.
Since current can flow only in one direction through the
switch in each of the split legs, antiparallel diodes are not
strictly required. This means that the model depicted in Fig. 6
can be applied to investigate the effects of the voltage drops
across the components for both unipolar current switches, such
as IGBTs, and bipolar-current switches, such as MOSFETs.

Von2
Ron2

Fig. 6. DB switching leg with parasitic components.

A. Periodically averaged model
The state-space averaging method is used to derive an
average model that describes the impact of the component
parameters shown in Fig. 6. The following, not yet linearized,
averaged state-space representation can be obtained
hẋi ≈ hA(u)ihxi + hb(u)i.

(12)

where h i denotes a switching cycle average value.
When the state vector and input vector are chosen to be
|
x = iLf1 iLf2 uCf , and
(13)
|
u = m1 m2 iout
(14)
respectively, the state matrix becomes
 R0 (m )
RC
− Lf f
− 1Lf 1
1
1

 RC
0
R
(m
)
f
hA(u)i = 
− 2Lf 2
 − Lf2
2

1
Cf

1
Cf

− L1f



1

− L1f
2
0







(15)

with
R10 (m1 ) = RLf1 +RCf +Ron1 + Ron1 −(Rf1 −Ron1 ) m1

R20 (m2 ) = RLf2 +RCf +Ron2 + Ron2 +(Rf2 −Ron2 ) m2 .
Finally, the averaged input vector is determined to be

 1
1
− 2 (Vf1 +Von1 )+ 2 (UDC +Vf1 −Von1 )m1 −RCf iout
Lf1





 1 V +V
1
hb(u)i =  2 ( f2 on2 )+ 2 (UDC +Vf2 −Von2 )m2 +RCf iout  .


Lf2


iout
− Cf
(16)
It should be noted that the averaged result is an approximation. However, when hAi is time-invariant, i.e. when it is not
a function of u(t), the averaged model given in (12) exactly
describes the moving-average behavior of the DB model
presented in Fig. 6. For the DB the state matrix (15) becomes
time-invariant when Rf1 = Ron1 and Rf2 = Ron2 , i.e. when
the resistances of the diodes and switched are matched. Thus,
when the resistances of the switches and diodes of each leg
are matched, the cycle averaged behavior of the DB converter
leg is linear and can be modeled using state-space averaging
without error. A full derivation of the average model can be
found in [25].

B. Steady-state solution
When assuming steady-state, i.e. hẋi = 0, Iout equals
hILf1 i + hILf2 i, where the capitals represent steady-state
values as the bottom rows of (15) and (16) are the same,
and contain no useful information. The remaining two steadystate equations can be expressed in terms of desired voltages
by application of the transformations given in (4), (8), and by
rewriting the modulation indices in desired voltages similarly
as in (8).
The two resulting expressions are straightforward to solve
but the results are lengthy and not insightful. However, when
assuming equal forward voltages and on-resistances for the
diodes and switches, i.e. Vf = Vfx , Rf = Rfx , Von = Vonx ,
and Ron = Ronx , with x = {1, 2}, the expressions become

UDC
∗

 × kILf1 + lILf2
Uavg
≈
2 c + aILf1 c − aILf2


− a RLf1 − RLf2 ILf1 ILf2 + c2UCf
(17)
and

UDC

 × mILf1 − nILf2
c + aILf1 c − aILf2

− a(RLf1 + RLf2 + Rf + Ron )ILf1 ILf2 + d
(18)

∗
Ubias
≈

respectively, where
a = Rf − Ron
b=

1
2

(Rf + Ron )

c = UDC + Vf − Von

2
d = (Vf + Von )UDC + Vf2 − Von

and
k = bUDC + aUCf + cRLf1 + Ron Vf − Rf Von
l = bUDC − aUCf + cRLf2 + Ron Vf − Rf Von

m = bUDC − aUCf + cRLf1 + Rf Vf − Ron Von

n = bUDC + aUCf + cRLf2 + Rf Vf − Ron Von .

Notice that, due to the steady-state assumption, inductances
Lf1 and Lf2 , capacitance Cf , and resistance RCf are eliminated from (17) and (18), and that it is a nonlinear approximation because the result is based on a time-variant state matrix.
When R0 = Rf = Ron , (17) and (18) respectively simplify
to

UDC
∗
UCf
Uavg
=
UDC + Vf − Von

+ 14 (RLf1 + RLf2 ) + 21 R0 Isum


+ 12 RLf1 − RLf2 Ibias
(19)
and
∗
Ubias
=

UDC
Vf + Von
UDC + Vf − Von

+ RLf1 + RLf2 + 2R0 Ibias +
!
1
2



RLf1 − RLf2 Isum

(20)

where Isum and Ibias are steady-state currents given by (4).
Both (19) and (20) are linear. Furthermore, it can be seen that
the forward voltages of the semiconductor switches and diodes
only lead to an additional static gain error and, therefore, do
not result in harmonic distortion like in conventional switching
legs, as was already pointed out in [28]. The forward voltage
loss, however, needs to be compensated with the bias voltage
reference (20) and, therefore, imposes a restriction of the
maximum output voltage range of the DB switching leg, as
pointed out in (10). There is, however, cross coupling between
∗
∗
Uavg
and Ibias , and Ubias
and Isum .
By choosing the same series resistances for both inductors,
that is RLf = RLf1 = RLf2 , the cross-coupling can be
removed, resulting in



UDC
∗
UCf + 21 RLf +R0 Isum
(21)
Uavg
=
UDC +Vf −Von
and

UDC
∗
Vf + Von
Ubias
=
UDC +Vf −Von


+ 2 RLf + R0 Ibias
(22)
respectively, which are both linear and have no cross coupling. Matching of the inductors to prevent cross coupling is
especially important for modulated bias current, where ibias
is modulated nonlinearly as given in (5). For constant bias
current ideally only a static error is added to the output
quantity due to cross coupling. Again, the forward voltage
drops of the switches and diodes only lead to an additional
static gain error and not to harmonic distortion.
In practice the series resistances of the switches and diodes
are not equal. This can be compensated by matching the resistances of the switches and diodes. Adding an extra transistor,
which is always on, in series with the diodes, and an additional
diode in series with the transistors, results in a perfectly
matched switching leg. However, losses will increase. Another
symmetrization approach is to apply synchronous rectification
by placing switches in parallel with the diodes in the DB leg.
The synchronous rectification switches should be switched on
when the diode would normally conduct.
Experiments with both matched circuits were done in [31]
and showed that in practice synchronous rectification gives
the best results for GaN and SiC switches. This is due to the
fact that synchronous rectification results in lower effective
Ron and Rf , and consequently smaller difference between
Ron and Rf , compared to matching with series diodes and
switches. Therefore it is important to keep variations between
the parasitic resistances, and the filter inductances, static and
varying due to e.g. temperature and saturation, small compared
to the load impedance.
In practice the voltage drop of the diodes and switches
depends nonlinearly on temperature and current. As such, the
temperatures of the devices need to be matched as close as
possible, which is challenging in reality due to the operatingpoint dependency of the semiconductor losses. Still, the results
of this section can be used to calculate precise, operatingpoint-dependent, steady-state feed-forward references for the
DB.
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Fig. 7. Simulated output voltage spectra of a DB switching leg, normalized to the output voltage range, with ideal components for (a) constant
bias current and (b) modulated bias current.
TABLE II
C OMPONENT VALUES USED IN THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP.
Item
Lf
R Lf

Value
208
µH
50
mΩ

Description

Cf
CfDM

50
160

µF
µF

Vishay MKP1848650094Y5
Vishay MKP1848716704Y5

L
R

1.7
2.5

mH
Ω

Air-cored inductor
1.5 kW wire wound resistor

N-cell of each side of the full-bridge by means of a relay
contact. Fig. 8 depicts the schematic diagram of the prototype
converter. The switch nodes can be connected with the relays
designated FB. The measured currents, required for feedback,
are indicated in the figure.
The nominal component values of the experimental setup
are summarized in Table II. The power supply voltage is
chosen to be 100 V, low enough to amplify the effects of
the forward voltages of the switches and diodes. A resistorinductor load was used to represent the voice-coil actuator that
is often used as load circuit for amplifiers used for short-stroke
positioning and studio-quality audio systems. The switching
frequency was 16 kHz and the duty-ratios are updated twice
per switching cycle. For the full-bridge configuration the
blanking time (Tbt ) was set to 2 % of Tsw (1.25 µs). The offset
current ith was set to 5.5 A for the DB configuration, which
is enough to guarantee CCM.
Fig. 9 shows details of the experimental setup. The converter is based on an off-the-shelf Semikron IGBT stack with
6 mF bus capacitance and a custom-designed gate-driver board
based on Power Integrations SCALE2 drivers. It should be
noted that this commercially available stack is by no means
designed for generating low distortion waveforms.
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The averaged model is verified using simulation results of
the DB model depicted in Fig. 6, with a resistive load. The
device parameters for the IGBT cases are determined from the
datasheet of the Semikron SKM75GB123D IGBT, the same
device as used in the experimental setup. For the MOSFET
case, parameters are taken from a 1200 V silicon MOSFET
scaled to the same current rating as the IGBT. The diode
parameters for all three cases were taken from the integrated
diode of the IGBT. However, for the matched case Rf was
chosen equal to the IGBT’s on-resistance. The parameters
used for simulation are summarized in Table I. The switching
transients were assumed instantaneous for this analysis. More
detailed results including voltage commutation can be found
in [25].
Fig. 7 depicts the simulated open-loop output voltage spectrum, for asymmetrical regular-sampled PWM, as described in
[33]. The output voltage (uout ) that appears across the load
resistance was sinusoidally modulated to half of the voltage
range with a frequency of 21 Hz. The resistive load was chosen
such that the resulting current was also modulated to 50 % of
the output range, and fsw was 16 kHz, which matches with
the experiments presented later in this paper. The switches
and diodes were modeled as indicated in Fig. 6.
Fig. 7 shows that the matched case does not suffer from
harmonic distortion, as was predicted in the previous section.
For constant bias, depicted in Fig. 7a, all harmonics of the
IGBT case are smaller than −117 dB, and the third harmonic
for the MOSFET case appears at approximately −100 dB,
which is about a factor seven higher than the IGBT case.
The harmonic distortion for modulated bias current, depicted
in Fig. 7b, is much higher than for constant bias current.
That occurs due the impact of unequal Ron and Rf of the
semiconductor devices in (17). The effect of unequal Ron and
Rf is in this particular case 2 orders of magnitude more severe
for modulated ibias than for constant ibias .It should be noted
that the filter inductors were matched in this simulations study,
as can be seen from Table I. In [25] the steady-state voltage
error as function of modulation indices and output current is
calculated for constant and modulated ibias , and it is shown
that, especially for small modulation indices, constant bias is
superior over modulated bias. Constant bias current, however,
comes at the cost of significant additional losses.

Matched
IGBT
MOSFET

0
magnitude (dB)

TABLE I
C ONDUCTION - RELATED PARAMETERS OF SWITCHES , DIODES AND
INDUCTORS (Lf ) USED IN SIMULATIONS .
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The PWM generation and control are implemented on a
dSPACE rapid prototyping system with an FPGA card on
which the PWM modulators were implemented. The carrier
phase shifts were set to bipolar switching.
The time-domain graphs in this section have been captured
using an oscilloscope, and the frequency responses and spectra
were measured using a Stanford Research Systems SR785
signal analyzer with typically better than 90 dB dynamic
range. The output voltage spectra (uout ) of the setup were
directly measured using the differential input of the signal
analyzer, through a custom 1/3 attenuator made with 0.01 %
resistors having 1 ppm/K temperature coefficients. The output
current was measured using an LEM IT200 Fluxgate sensor
with a 5 Ω burden resistor and 6 primary turns. All spectra
were averaged 21 times using the RMS averaging function
of the analyzer. This preserves the level of the (uncorrelated)
noise while increasing resolution of the (correlated) spectral
components.
To ensure CCM for the DB and good tracking of ibias
for modulated bias, the bias currents were regulated with
PI controllers that were assisted with simple first-order feedforward actions. Furthermore, to increase the PWM resolution,
simple noise-shapers were implemented to dither the PWMs
by adding the quantization errors to the next duty-ratios.
In all cases a sinusoidal reference was used for the output
voltage with a frequency of 21 Hz. The reference frequency
was chosen extremely low to avoid distortion due to the regular
sampled PWM. No feedback control was used to regulate the
output quantity. The reference signal was directly fed into the
modulator.
The THDs are evaluated over the first 38 harmonics and
expressed in dB, where −80 dB corresponds to a THD of
0.01 %. The harmonic distortion (HD) of the power supply
was calculated as
s
38
P
2
(UDC (nfo ))
HD38 =

n=1

hUDC i

(23)

where hUDC i represents the average supply voltage, in this
case 100 V, and the magnitude spectrum of the power supply
voltage is indicated by UDC (f ).

From Fig. 10a it can be seen that the FB starts suffering
from blanking-time-related distortion for amplitudes above
10 V. For lower voltages the FB is operating in zero-voltageswitching mode, resulting in no blanking-time-related errors.
The dashed line indicates the HD of the power supply, as
given in (23), for the DB with constant bias current (cb). The
power-supply plays a significant role in the distortion of the
DB. For constant bias current the impact of the power supply
is especially severe. For amplitudes above 40 V the THD of the
DB with constant bias becomes approximately 6 dB lower than
the corresponding HD of the power supply, which is expected
when the THD is determined by power-supply intermodulation
distortion [34].
Fig. 10b to Fig. 10d depict the voltage spectra for 50 V
amplitude. Fig. 10b depicts the spectrum of the FB. The
unwanted harmonic components are caused by the blanking
time and the forward voltage of the IGBTs and diodes.
The dominant spurious harmonic components for the DB in
Fig. 10c originate from the power supply, as pointed out
before. When comparing the measurement results of Fig. 10d
with the simulation results of the IGBT case in Fig. 7b it can
be seen that the measured spurious spectral components due
to modulated bias are significantly higher than the simulated
case. However, the amplitude decay of the first three unwanted
harmonics of the measurement is similar to the simulation
results. As such, the first three odd harmonics in Fig. 10d
can be attributed to the use of modulated bias. Part of
the amplitude difference can be due to parameter mismatch
between the simulation model and the actual set-up. However,
voltage commutation and reverse recovery that were neglected
in the simulation study, which adds to distortion too. Also
higher order effects like temperature dependencies, and the
exponential nature of the transistors and diodes contribute to
the difference. The simulation study does not include these
effects because they would distract from the scope of this
paper, which is to show that the DB converter does not suffer
from zero crossing distortion due to blanking-time and forward
voltages of the semiconductors, and that its cycle average
behavior is linear when Ron and Rf are matched. However,
the performance of the DB is still impressive when considering
that the setup is based on high-power 1200 V IGBTs operated
at only 100 V and that the output is modulated open-loop
without feedback.
The corresponding time waveforms, with 80 % output voltage modulation, for the FB and DB with constant and modulated bias current are shown in Figures 11. The distortion of
the output voltage and current waveforms is barely visible for
the FB case, and not visible at all for the DB cases, as can be
expected from the measured THDs shown in Fig. 10. Modulated bias will result in significantly lower losses compared
to constant bias, in this particular case approximately 35 %
less. When comparing the measured THDs and corresponding
spectra of the DB to the FB in Fig. 10 it can be seen that the
DB with constant bias current performs over 100 times better
than the conventional hard-switching FB. Even with modulated
bias the THD of the DB is still 30 times better than the hardswitching FB. The performance for a zero-voltage-switching
FB approaches the performance of the DB with modulated
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and (d) DB with modulated bias.
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Fig. 11. Measured waveforms for sinusoidal reference with 80 V amplitude for (a) the FV, (b) the DB with constant bias, and (c) the DB with
modulated bias (corresponding to the spectra shown in Fig. 10).

This paper focused on the open-loop modulation of the
dual buck converter (DB). A decoupled modulation scheme
is proposed that allows separate control of the output quantity
and the bias current which is required to maintain continuous
conduction mode (CCM).
The impact of component parameters on the output quality
is investigated. It is shown that when both legs of the DB are
operated in CCM the cycle average behavior becomes linear
when the on-resistances of the semiconductor switches and
diodes are matched. Moreover, when the inductors of the DB
legs are chosen equal there is no cross-coupling between the
output quantity and the bias current, which allows decoupled
control of the bias needed to guarantee CCM, and the output
quantity. The bias current can be chosen constant for the best
output quality or can be modulated to reduce losses at the
cost of higher distortion due to component variation of the
filter inductors.
Measurements were done on an industrial IGBT stack
based prototype converter that can be switched between the
conventional FB and its DB equivalent. The measurements
confirm the superior output quality of the DB converter and
show that the THD of the DB is up to 2 orders of magnitude
less than the conventional FB. The measurements prove that
the DB can be used as an open-loop switched mode amplifier
for high precision applications like audio, MRI, and shortstroke servo systems.
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